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DEDICATION 

 

This concept was inspired by my Mother - Pat, when I was just a little girl ...  

 

Here's what she said to me...  

 

"Life Is a Garden Without Any Doubt, If you put good things in 

You Get Good Things Out."  

 

My Mother finally made her journey home to tend her own garden in May 2009. I have 

dedicated this technique to ‘Pat’ in appreciation of the gifts she gave to me. 
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Foreword: 

HET  has  come  of  age!   

18 years now since  the original  pilot of Holistic  Educational Therapy  was  first  introduced in 1999! 

What  an  interesting  journey  it has  been. Looking  back, my  role was  more as the responsible 

‘parent’  of  the  developing  ‘HET’. I pioneered an  integrated  holistic approach to   supporting  

children,  Young  People,  families,  teachers,  mentors, SENCOs, Schools, colleges and Local  

Authorities around the  UK  and  abroad. The  cutting  edge philosophy  and  psychology behind  HET 

focused around how  we  learn, how  we  become  who  we  are,  what  blocks  us  from  becoming  

who  we  are  meant to  be and  to  achieve  personal potential. This work culminated  one  year  ago 

in writing Holistic  Approaches in  Early  Years  for  an international  examining and awarding  body. 

How befitting it  seems  that this  end  of  a  cycle  for  me,  culminated in  the beginning  of a  cycle 

for so many  more to come. 

Today however, I have chosen to hang up  the accolades, awards  and Commendations gathered  

over  the HET years. I  am so  proud  of those  achievements that  showed me I really was  making a 

difference at  the  time. It  is  also with  a  degree of  sadness  that  I choose  to   no  longer  work  

directly  with  schools.   Experiences  over the  last  few  years have  been  painful, watching  

everything  that  I  hold  most  dearly  in  best educational practice  become eroded  by constant  

constraints  and  demands  on  resources (  both  human  and  physical), in  the  educational  climate 

of  today. Children (especially  the  most  vulnerable ones), are no  longer the  focus  in  schools  that  

they  should  be. Many  of  these  crumbling, archaic  institutions are toxic  environments  in  every  

sense.  

Nothing ‘blossoms’ in  a  toxic  garden! 

 So, as  HET  leaves  school to  go  out into the  wider  community  to  evolve  an identity  of its  own, 

so too, I must move  on from  such institutions.  With  my  focus  now  channelled  on community  

empowerment and  in  providing a lifeline to  those  set  adrift by  a tide of  social  un-consciousness, 

I am listening to  the rhythm of  a different  drum beat. 

The  rhythm  and  resonance of  our  planet  is  changing  and  it is  changing  fast. Those  who  do  

not  change with it, to step into  a  new  momentum, will lose sight  of  themselves. Successful  

endeavour  through organisations / projects / communities  can now  only thrive in  a  fertile new 

ground with – ‘SOAKS’, ( a helpful  garden  metaphor!): 
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➢ To  be  successful  in  the  new  energies  then  any enterprise / programme / 

project   needs  to  be: 

 

• S – Synergistic,  where  the outcome  of the  whole is  greater than the sum of  its parts. 

Each  participating  individual  holds  a  jigsaw  puzzle  piece  of the overall 

picture  which  comes  together. Working  together in new  collaborative  and  non  

competitive  models. 

• O=  Organic,  it grows  freely and  naturally  without  constraints, control, manipulation  and  

ulterior agenda. Where  there  are no  boundaries imposed  to  restrict  growth which is 

allowed to reach out  to  those  who  benefit. 

• A = Authentic -  that  all  who  participate in the  agenda  are honoured by  each  other and 

know  what  they bring  and  what  they  take  away. It  defines  the   transparent agenda 

which fuels  the  momentum  to  take it forward. 

• K = Kindness, whereby  focus is  on  community,  helping  others, acts  of  kindness 

and  compassion. NOT -how  much  do “ I”  get  out of  this but  who  do  “we” help out  of 

this. Random  acts  of  kindness  define  our evolution as  an  individual, a society  and a  

humanity. 

• S =  Sustainability, This is   referring 

to  sustainable  approaches,  not  only  towards   our  planet  and 

environment  but  also  the  outcomes  of  the  creative community  approach 

generating  the  resources  to  maintain  and  sustain  itself. The  outcomes  of  such  

principles  harness  sustainability not  only from self sufficiency but  in  respect  of  our   

relationship with our planet.   
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NEW GROWTH 

 

 

Throughout HET’s School  days, the   key  to  unlocking  a  child’s  success with a bespoke programme 

was through a  concept  called  Pat’s Garden.  I  have  shared  this amazingly accurate  technique 

with   HET  practitioners  around the world. This interpretation  defined  an insight  through a 

personal perception  of  the  child,  a ‘life-scape’ of  therapeutic support  using  natural  remedies  

and  psychotherapeutic  techniques  were  used to  break  through  the  limitation  of  personal  

barriers  and achieving potential. I have  now  responded to  requests  to  make  the journey through 

Pat’s  Garden, relevant and accessible to adults with  ‘wounded  inner  child’ issues  that  hold  us all  

back  from  our true  potential through personal creative  expression in  what  we  do and  how  we  

perceive it. The  journey  through  Pat’s  Garden now culminates in an additional  stepping  stone 

along  the  way,  – the creative  collective: Personal  creative  expression through  cooperation. The  

place  where  HET  now  proudly  stands. 

Pat’s  Garden works  on many  levels.  This original  approach  has  now  been  extended,  expanded  

and  uplifted to  provide a structure  for:  

❖ Interpretation, ( personal ‘life-scaping’,  maintenance), Understanding  our Life – scripts and  

programming 

❖ Analysis, (personal life- scape  landscaping, design and  planning), communication, intuitive  

nutritional  profiling, life-style  and self-healing 

❖ Following directional Pathways of personal   support 
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Personal coaching and  mentoring  for  those  interested in  using  these materials to support others  

through their  journey  in Pat’s Garden, is available  on  request. This is represents a professional 

development  upgrade on all previous HET practitioner training. 

All  original HET natural  remedies  have now  been reformulated in  resonance  with  Earth’s new 

frequencies and are available to accompany the  materials  in  this  book. 

 

Further  information: Linda@jewellery.Life  

 

 

*The HET journey  for  children  and  young  people (  from  Early  Years to 18)  is  also updated and 

now available in a contextualised format through the  4   (key) stages of the ‘Willow’ programme.  

This is available in separate and  parallel books which  include interactive games  and  activities. 

 

  

mailto:Linda@jewellery.Life
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INTRODUCTION 

As  a  little  girl, I  was fascinated by  autograph books and  collected  

contributions  from  everyone  I knew. My  mother always  used to  

write the  following  words:  

“ Life  is  a  garden  without  any  doubt, put  good  things in and 

you’ll get good  things out.” 

I  never really understood  those  words  as a child, but  they 

shaped  not  only my  life but  the  lives  of 

countless  others,  who  have  explored this  technique for 

themselves.  The concept  playfully  leads you to harvesting 

the  benefit  of  understanding metaphors that  play out as 

messengers in  our  conscious  mind, providing a safe place  for  our 

sub-conscious  and  super-conscious minds  to  meet  and  play. 

The  structure  of this book is  based around  the  original concept I  developed of ‘Pat’s Garden’  and  

how  it  has matured. In order to do this evolution  justice, I have started at  the  very beginning and 

included  the  developments along the way. Each  development offers a different vista, as another 

perspective  from Pat’s Garden. 

Currently  there are  four  books  in  this  series.  Three of  them are integrated  here in ‘Pat’s Garden 

: Elevated  levels’. The fourth is a ‘work in progress’. It  is  being created together with you right  

now! All will be  revealed! 

Pat’s Garden  is  a  concept. It is a  tool. A  Gardening  tool  for  life. Here’s how it  works: 

Draw any garden: fantasy, real, one you’d like…, one  you’ve  seen… any garden! 

Don’t worry about artistic skill,….. even a plan will do! 

 

Interpreting your  ‘Garden’ will amaze  you - showing you how  you  became  who  you are and  how  

to reach who  you were  always  meant  to be, by  exploring metaphors  ( a  bit  like  dream  analysis), 

which  symbolise  your past, present  and  future  as you  see it right  now. 

This  is a fun – focused  and simple  creative  doodle approach which is an amazingly accurate 

psycho-therapeutic  tool that  I developed  over  20 years.   

Once you  enter  ‘Pat’s Garden’, you  are  able  to reflect  upon your journey. Let your  sub-conscious 

mind ( deep seated, life  scripted, programmes and patterns) and  super–conscious  (intuitive and  

When my  mother  was  expecting  me, 
she  spent   her  entire  pregnancy  

creating this tapestry called  the  fruits 
of  life.  

The  Original Pat's Garden! 
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guiding) mind, meet  your  conscious (awareness) mind, to  inform  and  signpost  your way  forward. 

Like  the  seasons  of the  year,  your inner landscape  constantly  changes.” 

Before we start our  journey  together  through the garden,  we  need to look at ‘the  lie of the  land’ 

and  the  ‘weather  forecast’. These have shaped  so much of Pat’s garden work lately  and  without  

a  full appreciation  of  our  current  climatic conditions, the  significance  of  a new  ‘elevated’  

garden is  lost. 

 

In the introductory  guide  to  HET, I  wrote: 

“The planet vibrates at a specific ‘speed’; this is often referred to as a ‘rate’ or ‘frequency’. Nothing is 

actually solid. In fact most of what we perceive as solid, is in fact energy which moves at specific 

speeds giving it the appearance to the human senses of being solid. As far as planet Earth is 

concerned, these vibrations are referred to as ‘Schumann resonance’. This rate of vibration has 

remained fairly constant, close to a rate of 8 hertz (or cycles per second), for thousands of years. This 

is a bit like an imposed speed limit if you like. Since the early 1980s something very interesting has 

happened. Everything has speeded up! The rate of vibration (or speed) of the Earth has now shifted 

to around 13 hertz. This increase in numbers is also very significant for those who are interested in 

sacred geometry. It falls into something known as the 'Fibonacci sequence'.  Quite simply this means 

that if you take 1 and add it to 1, then you get 2. Take 2 and add it to the previous number you get 3. 

Take 3 and add it to the previous number you get 5. Add it to the previous number you get 8, add it 

to the previous number you get 13. These number patterns are constantly recreated throughout 

nature and the universe. What it means is that our planet has moved up a gear from the 8 to 13 

hertz, or rather it has shifted a whole number pattern sequence. It has moved up at a whole 

'quantum level'.  

Quantum physicists out there take heart – we’re beginning to get a grip on this stuff here! 

Every being on the planet is ‘entrained’ (posh word for ‘wobbles’), at the same rate as the planet 

vibrates at.  The process is called ‘resonance’ and is like when a singer can hit a certain note and then 

shatters a glass. This connection we make with the planet is through the heart. Children, who have 

been born during this time of change, have been born into the 'new planetary rate or ‘frequencies'. A 

little bit like being tuned into FM on the radio, when everyone else is listening to AM radio.  Often 

referred to as 'Indigo' children or 'Crystal' children, essentially what this means is that their brains are 

wired up slightly differently. The rest of us are also changing as a result of this planetary shift by the 
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way!” –Taken from:  How  to  manage problem  behaviour  in  children through the HET Journey – An 

Introduction by  Linda Porter – available on  Amazon Kindle 

IMPORTANT update: 

At the  time of  writing this ( May 2017) the Schuman  resonance  has  increased in an  

unprecedented  way. It  has  recently spiked  at  120+ Hz and rising. It has gone  up  by 3 quantum  

levels  in  respect of Schumann resonance. To  say  we are  currently  living in  ‘interesting  times’ is  

an understatement! The  impact of  all this is,  that our  fabric is  changing: - consciousness 

(awareness) is  changing, our perceptions are  changing, our  societies, institutions and communities  

are changing. Our  planet  is  changing, our  very DNA  and how we are wired is  changing. Pat’s 

Garden reflects that growth in  ways  we  shall explore  together throughout  this  book. 

All my books are interactive and  multi-media, so at this  point, I   would  like to leave you with a  

meditation, I created a  few  years  ago:   https://youtu.be/AF3sbTPTATo  

  

https://youtu.be/AF3sbTPTATo
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